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Neurons are polarized cells, the activity of which relies on the
morphological and functional differences between their axonal
and somatodendritic domains. One mechanism for establishing
and maintaining neuronal polarity is via the selective targeting
of proteins to these domains. The endocytic pathway plays a
major role in the generation and maintenance of cellular polarity
by selectively sorting and recycling endocytosed plasma mem-
brane proteins. In this study we first show that endogenous
syntaxin 13 localizes to tubulovesicular organelles that are
present in the somatodendritic and axonal domains of neurons.
These organelles contain and actively recycle transferrin recep-
tor and are sensitive to brefeldin A, suggesting that they are
analogous to the tubulovesicular recycling endosomes in non-
neuronal cells. We next use a syntaxin 13–GFP fusion protein

transiently expressed in hippocampal neurons, together with
time-lapse microscopy, to study the dynamics of the endoso-
mal system in neurons. The analysis revealed the presence of
two distinct classes of syntaxin 13-labeled endosomes: round–
oval stationary organelles and highly mobile tubulovesicular
structures. The dynamic population of tubulovesicular endo-
somes travels in both directions along microtubules in den-
drites and axons. The mobile organelles appear to fuse with
and bud from the stationary endosomes, possibly as a means
of delivering and picking up their cargo.
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Neurons are highly polarized cells in which cellular morphology
and accurate protein distribution lay the basis for their function:
the ability to receive, process, and transmit information. To
generate and maintain their polarity, neurons have to target
proteins selectively to their axonal or somatodendritic domains.
In addition to the direct sorting of newly synthesized proteins in
distinct trafficking vesicles in the trans-Golgi network (TGN)
(Matter and Mellman, 1994), the endocytic pathway also plays a
major role in the generation and maintenance of cellular polarity
by selectively sorting and recycling endocytosed plasma mem-
brane proteins (Mellman, 1996; Robinson et al., 1996). The
endocytic system comprises a series of heterogeneous organelles,
the morphological and functional identities of which are becom-
ing more defined (Mellman, 1996; Robinson et al., 1996). Early
endosomes (EE) (Helenius et al., 1983; Mayor et al., 1993), late
endosomes (LE), and recycling endosomes (RE) (Hopkins and
Trowbridge, 1983; Gruenberg and Maxfield, 1995) are part of a
system that correctly direct internalized proteins and lipids to the
recycling and degradative pathways.

In neurons, although much effort has focused on elucidating the
events underlying the exocytotic and endocytotic steps of the
synaptic vesicle life cycle, less is known about the general endo-
somal system. Electron microscopy studies have shown the pres-

ence of extensive networks of tubular endosomes in dendrites and
cell bodies whereas, in axons, early endosomes were found exclu-
sively in the presynaptic terminals and in varicosities (Parton et
al., 1992).

In the past few years a set of proteins, collectively named
soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor (NSF) attachment pro-
tein receptors (SNAREs), has emerged for which the function is
to mediate and regulate membrane fusion events (Bennett and
Scheller, 1993; Sollner et al., 1993). The prototypic interaction
between SNAREs has been investigated extensively in the nerve
terminal. The synaptic vesicle-associated membrane protein
(VAMP) and the plasma membrane proteins syntaxin and
synaptosomal-associated protein of 25 kDa (SNAP-25) form a
four helix bundle structure that is thought to bring the two
membranes into close apposition and directly drive the fusion
event (Hanson et al., 1997; Lin and Scheller, 1997; Sutton et al.,
1998). The interaction between SNAREs from donor and accep-
tor compartments throughout the cellular exocytotic and endo-
cytotic pathways may be at the basis, at least in part, of the
specificity of all vesicular trafficking steps in the cell.

Two members of the syntaxin family, syntaxin 7 (Wang et al.,
1997; Wong et al., 1998) and syntaxin 13 (Prekeris et al., 1998), so
far have been implicated in the endosomal pathway in non-
neuronal cells. In nonpolarized cells syntaxin 13 is found primar-
ily in tubular early and recycling endosomes, where it colocalizes
with transferrin receptor (TfR) (Prekeris et al., 1998). Anti-
syntaxin 13 antibodies inhibit TfR recycling in permeabilized
PC12 cells, establishing a function for syntaxin 13 in the recycling
of internalized proteins to the plasma membrane (Prekeris et al.,
1998).

In this study we used a syntaxin 13–green fluorescent protein
(GFP) fusion protein transiently expressed in hippocampal cul-
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tures, together with time-lapse microscopy, to gain insights into
the dynamics of the endosomal system in neurons. Here we
describe two distinct classes of syntaxin 13-labeled endosomes:
round–oval stationary organelles and highly mobile tubulovesicu-
lar structures. The behavior of these organelles suggests the
presence of a dynamic population of endosomes that travel in
both directions along microtubules in dendrites and axons, pos-
sibly fusing with and budding from the stationary endosomes as a
means of delivering and picking up their cargo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies and reagents. Rabbit polyclonal antibodies directed against
syntaxin 13 have been described previously (Prekeris et al., 1998). The
following mouse monoclonal antibodies were used: anti-MAP2 from
Transduction Laboratories (Lexington, KY), anti-b-tubulin from Boehr-
inger Mannheim (Indianapolis, IN), and anti-transferrin receptor from
Zymed Laboratories (South San Francisco, CA). Secondary antibodies
were purchased from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories (West
Grove, PA) and included fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)- and Texas
Red (TxR)-conjugated AffiniPure goat anti-mouse IgG as well as FITC-
and TxR-conjugated AffiniPure goat anti-rabbit IgG. FITC-conjugated
transferrin (Tf), used at 80 mg/ml, was obtained from Molecular Probes
(Eugene, OR). Brefeldin A (5 mg/ml stock solution in ethanol, used at 5
mg/ml), nocodazole (10 mg/ml stock solution in DMSO, used at 5
mg/ml), and taxol (paclitaxel, 10 mM stock solution in DMSO, used at 10
nM) were purchased from Calbiochem (La Jolla, CA). Equine serum was
obtained from HyClone (Logan, UT). Unless otherwise stated, all other
reagents were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) or Life Technolo-
gies (Grand Island, NY).

Hippocampal cultures and transfections. Primary cultures of hippocam-
pal neurons were prepared from the hippocampi of 18-d-old fetal rats, as
described previously (Banker and Cowan, 1977; Hazuka et al., 1999).
Cultures were transfected at 8–10 d in vitro (DIV) with the calcium
phosphate method primarily as described (Xia et al., 1996; Dudek et al.,
1997). The glutamate receptor inhibitors kynurenate and D-2-amino-5-
phosphonovaleric acid (D-APV) were not included in the transfection.
Optimization of the volume of calcium phosphate/DNA precipitate, 120
ml per 60-mm-diameter dish, and of the duration of the incubation,
typically 45 min, resulted in low levels of toxicity and transfection
efficiencies of 5% or more. Cultures were used for immunocytochemistry
or imaging experiments 2 d after transfection.

Immunocytochemistry. The cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde and
120 mM sucrose in PBS for 20 min at room temperature (RT). After the
formaldehyde was quenched with 0.1 M glycine in PBS, the cells were
permeabilized, and nonspecific sites were blocked in PBS containing
0.4% saponin, 2% normal goat serum, and 1% bovine serum albumin
(permeabilization/blocking buffer). Primary antibodies, diluted in per-
meabilization/blocking buffer, were applied for 1 hr at RT. After the
cells were rinsed five times for 5 min with PBS, secondary antibodies
were applied for 1 hr at RT. Finally, the cells were washed five times for
5 min and mounted onto slides with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA) as a mounting medium. Microscopy was performed
with a Molecular Dynamics (Sunnyvale, CA) laser confocal imaging
system (Stanford University, Cell Sciences Imaging Facility). To measure
the overlap between two fluorophores in double-stained samples, we
analyzed confocal images with the Molecular Dynamics MultiProbe 2010
image analysis software. The data shown are the means 6 SE of at least
three separate images.

Construction of the syntaxin 13–GFP fusion protein. The coding region
of syntaxin 13 was amplified by using PCR. The amplicon was digested
with the restriction enzymes EcoRI and XhoI (Promega, Madison, WI)
and cloned in frame in the mammalian expression vector pEGFP-N3
(Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). The resulting construct was verified by DNA
sequencing. Before use for transfections experiments in hippocampal
neurons, the syntaxin 13–GFP construct was transfected into normal rat
kidney (NRK) cells, and the expression of the fusion protein was ana-
lyzed by fluorescence microscopy as described previously (Chao et al.,
1999).

Time-lapse microscopy. Hippocampal neurons on glass coverslips were
mounted into an imaging chamber (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT)
containing culture medium. Cells were visualized with an Olympus IX70
inverted microscope and a 603 magnification oil immersion objective.
The imaging chamber and the microscope stage were kept at 37°C.

Sequential images were acquired with a CCD camera and Deltavision
software. Exposure times were between 0.5 and 1 sec, the time lapse was
either 2.5 or 3 sec, and 100–200 images were collected for each experi-
ment. Recordings were analyzed on a Silicon Graphics Octane computer
and Deltavision image analysis software. Selected sequential frames were
processed for publication with Adobe Photoshop.

Fluorescence recovery af ter photobleaching (FRAP) analysis. Hip-
pocampal neurons were transfected with the syntaxin 13–GFP construct
and mounted into an imaging chamber as described above. Cells were
visualized with a Molecular Dynamics laser confocal imaging system.
The imaging chamber and the microscope stage were kept at 37°C.
Portions of selected axons were bleached by scanning the area six times
with the laser at 100% power. These conditions were sufficient to reduce
the fluorescence of syntaxin 13–GFP by .95%. Sequential images were
taken at different time points, using the laser at 10% power. These
conditions did not result in significant additional bleaching (data not
shown). The data are expressed as a percentage of the prebleaching
value. Where indicated, LineScan analysis was performed by using the
Measure 2-D 3.2 software (Molecular Dynamics).

RESULTS
Subcellular localization of syntaxin 13 in cultured
hippocampal neurons
We previously reported that syntaxin 13 is localized to tubular
extensions of the sorting endosomes as well as to tubulovesicular
recycling endosomes in nonpolarized cells (Prekeris et al., 1998).
To determine the subcellular localization of syntaxin 13 in neu-
ronal cells, we stained embryonic and postnatal cultured hip-
pocampal neurons with affinity-purified polyclonal antibodies
raised against syntaxin 13. In both neuronal cultures syntaxin 13
was detected in small puncta throughout the cell, including soma
and processes. Costaining of embryonic hippocampal cultures
with antibodies against syntaxin 13 and MAP2 as a dendritic
marker established the presence of syntaxin 13 in both the soma-
todendritic and axonal domains of the neurons (Fig. 1). Previ-
ously, we have demonstrated that in non-neuronal cells syntaxin
13 is present in TfR-positive endosomes, where it mediates TfR
recycling (Prekeris et al., 1998). To determine whether syntaxin
13 might be involved in a similar pathway in neurons, we
costained hippocampal neurons for TfR and syntaxin 13 (Fig.
2A–C). As in nonpolarized cells, 98.9 6 0.3% of syntaxin 13
colocalized with TfR, and 99.0 6 0.2% of TfR colocalized with
syntaxin 13, strongly indicating that both proteins are located on
the same organelles (Fig. 2A–C). The dynamics of membrane
proteins in the presence of the fungal toxin brefeldin A (BFA)
can reveal features of their native localization and life cycle. The
addition of BFA to a wide variety of established cell lines results
in the disassembly of the Golgi apparatus and redistribution of its
components into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) via the forma-
tion of an extensive network of tubulovesicular structures extend-
ing from the Golgi apparatus along microtubules (Lippincott-
Schwartz et al., 1991; Reaves and Banting, 1992; Mundigl et al.,
1993). The drug also affects the endosomal system and TGN
(Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1991; Reaves and Banting, 1992).
Analogous to the mixing of the Golgi with the ER, the TGN
mixes with the recycling endosomal system. To determine
whether syntaxin 13-positive endosomes recycle via BFA-
sensitive compartments, we treated differentiated hippocampal
neurons with BFA before costaining them for TfR and syntaxin
13. In agreement with earlier studies in non-neuronal cells, BFA
treatment caused the tubulation of syntaxin 13-containing endo-
somes that also costained for TfR (Fig. 2D–F). The presence of
the tubules was not restricted to the soma and extended toward
the distal ends of the dendrites (Fig. 2D–F), indicating the
presence of recycling endosomes throughout the dendrites as an
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extension of the endosomal network located in the soma. To
confirm further the identity of the syntaxin 13-positive organelles
as recycling endosomes, we incubated hippocampal neurons with
TxR-labeled Tf. Cells fixed immediately after the incubation
showed that the syntaxin 13-positive organelles were loaded ef-
fectively with TxR–Tf (Fig. 2G–I). As expected for recycling
endosomes, a chase of 45 min in the absence of labeled Tf
resulted in the complete TxR–Tf unloading of the syntaxin 13-
positive organelles (Fig. 2J–L).

Although in dendrites syntaxin 13 colocalized with TfR, syn-
taxin 13-positive endosomes in axons did not stain for TfR, nor
could they be loaded with TxR–Tf (data not shown), consistent
with the reports that TfR is absent from axons (Parton et al.,
1992; Mundigl et al., 1993). The presence of punctate syntaxin 13
staining in axons raised the possibility that syntaxin 13 might be
involved in the formation and/or recycling of synaptic vesicles. To
test these possibilities, we costained hippocampal neurons for
syntaxin 13 and known SV markers such as SV2a (Fig. 3) and
synaptotagmin (data not shown). In embryonic hippocampal cul-
tures of 11 DIV the axons, which by running along dendrites
established mature synaptic contacts, did not show a restricted or
enriched localization of syntaxin 13 at the synapses (Fig. 3,
compare A–C). In the same cultures the axons developing in
isolation did not possess mature synapses. Staining with SV2a
showed a punctate labeling pattern that likely represents the well

characterized mobile clusters of synaptic vesicles (Kraszewski et
al., 1995) (Fig. 3E). The syntaxin 13 staining pattern in isolated
axons also appeared punctate (Fig. 3D,F), with 5.0 6 1.5% of
SV2a colocalized with syntaxin 13. Likewise, 4.4 6 1.9% of
axonal syntaxin 13 colocalized with SV2a. As previously reported
(Mundigl et al., 1993), in these cultures some neurons have axons
that, at variable distance from the cell body, become very large
and flat. These giant axons, with a width of 40 mm or more, offer
a better spatial resolution for the localization of subcellular or-
ganelles at the light microscopy level. Taking advantage of their
presence, we again performed double staining with antibodies
against syntaxin 13 and SV2a. As in immature axons, syntaxin 13
showed only 1.6 6 1.3% overlap with SV2a, and SV2a showed
1.4 6 1.2% overlap with syntaxin 13 (Fig. 3G–I). At least some of
the syntaxin 13-positive organelles are probably early endosomes,
because they could be loaded with HRP, a bulk endocytotic
marker (Fig. 3J–L, arrows). Taken together, these studies estab-
lished the presence of syntaxin 13 in the early/recycling endoso-
mal compartments in neurons analogous to its localization in
non-neuronal cells. Moreover, the data suggest that syntaxin 13
likely does not play a role in the recycling of SV proteins in
mature nerve terminals despite the fact that the presence of
sorting endosomes in synaptic terminals has been reported (Par-
ton et al., 1992). Additionally, the overlap of syntaxin 13 staining

Figure 1. Syntaxin 13 is localized to
tubulovesicular structures present in the
somatodendritic and axonal domains of
mature cultured hippocampal neurons.
Embryonic hippocampal neurons 14
DIV were fixed and stained with anti-
bodies against syntaxin 13 (A, E) and
MAP-2 (B, F ). C, Merged image of A
and B. D, G, DIC images. E–G, Higher
magnification of part of the field in
A–D, showing the presence of syntaxin
13-labeled organelles in both dendrites
and axons. Large arrowheads point to
dendrites; small arrows point to axons.
Scale bars: A–D, 10 mm; E–G, 2 mm.
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and HRP indicates the presence of syntaxin 13 in early endo-
somes in the axon.

Time-lapse microscopy analysis of endocytic
trafficking in dendrites
Using syntaxin 13 as a marker for recycling endosomes, we sought
to gain insights into the dynamics of the endocytic pathway in
living neurons. To this end we constructed a fusion protein
between syntaxin 13 and the GFP (Chao et al., 1999), transfected
hippocampal neurons in culture, and imaged the labeled endo-
somes by time-lapse microscopy. Syntaxin 13 is a type II integral
membrane protein, and linking GFP to its C terminus results in a
fluorescent tag on the luminal side of the endosomes. This topol-
ogy minimizes the risk of interference between GFP and the
cytoplasmically located functional domains of syntaxin 13. Our
laboratory has reported previously that syntaxin 13–GFP trans-
fected in NRK cells is targeted appropriately and inserted into
the endosomal membrane, with the GFP tag oriented in the
lumen of the endocytic organelle (Chao et al., 1999). In trans-
fected hippocampal cultures syntaxin 13–GFP showed a staining

pattern very similar to that obtained by staining untransfected
cells for the endogenous protein (compare Fig. 4B,E for syntaxin
13–GFP with 1A and 2A for the endogenous protein). To analyze
further the localization of syntaxin 13–GFP, we also stained
transfected neurons for TfR. As in nontransfected neurons a
majority (90.7%) of syntaxin 13-containing organelles also con-
tained TfR, indicating that syntaxin 13–GFP is localized pre-
dominantly to tubulovesicular recycling endosomes (Fig. 4A–C).
The correct localization of the fusion protein was also confirmed
by the tubulation of these organelles in response to BFA treat-
ment (data not shown). In addition, syntaxin 13–GFP-containing
organelles could, like the structures containing the endogenous
protein, be loaded and unloaded with Tf–TxR (Fig. 4D–I).
These results indicate that syntaxin 13–GFP is targeted to the
correct endosomal compartment and that its expression does not
cause malfunctioning of the endosomal system. Therefore syn-
taxin 13–GFP appears to be a suitable marker to examine the
endocytic pathway in neurons.

We first sought to gain insights into the dynamics of syntaxin

Figure 2. Syntaxin 13 in dendrites localizes to organelles that contain TfR, tubulate in the presence of BFA, and actively recycle labeled Tf. A–C,
Embryonic hippocampal neurons 11 DIV were fixed and stained with antibodies against syntaxin 13 ( A) and TfR ( B), C, Shown is the merge of the two
images. D–F, Hippocampal neurons were treated with 5 mg/ml BFA for 15 min before being fixed and stained for syntaxin 13 ( D) and TfR ( E). F, Shown
is the merged image. G–L, Hippocampal neurons were loaded with 80 mg/ml TxR–Tf for 30 min and either fixed immediately ( G–I) or chased for 45
min in medium without labeled Tf ( J–L) before fixation. Then the cultures were stained for syntaxin 13 (G, J ) and imaged to detect TxR–Tf (H, K );
I and L show the respective merged images. Scale bars: A–C, 2 mm; D–F, 5 mm; G–L, 20 mm.
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13-labeled endosomes in dendrites. Hippocampal neurons in cul-
ture were transfected with syntaxin 13–GFP and imaged by
time-lapse microscopy, recording the localization and movement
of the syntaxin 13–GFP-labeled endosomes. The analysis re-
vealed the presence of two classes of labeled organelles (Fig. 5).
Some of the endosomes had a round–oval morphology, variable
size of ;1 by 0.5 mm, and appeared to be mostly stationary (Fig.
5, large arrowheads). The second class of endosomes had a tubu-
lovesicular morphology, variable length of ;1–2 mm, and dis-
played fast movement with the appearance of an almost contin-
uous flow both in the retrograde and anterograde direction (Fig.
5, small arrows). Although because of the resolution limitations
imposed by the light microscopic analysis we cannot discount the
possibility that the organelles simply are aggregating and sepa-
rating, our observations are suggestive of fusion and budding
events between the mobile tubulovesicular organelles and the
stationary organelles (Fig. 5, asterisk). So, while the function of
these mobile tubular endosomes remains to be elucidated, we
suggest that they are involved in the bidirectional movement of

cargo from and to the soma, probably using the larger stationary
endosomes as relay stations to pick up or deliver their cargo.
Indeed, we observe similar mobile structures in hippocampal
neurons preloaded with TxR–Tf (data not shown).

Time-lapse microscopy analysis of endocytic
trafficking in axons
To analyze the kinetics of single endosomal organelles, we im-
aged their movement in axons, taking advantage of the presence
of fewer endosomes in thinner processes as compared with den-
drites. As in dendrites, axons contained round–oval stationary
endosomes (Figs. 6A,C, 7A, large arrowheads) as well as highly
mobile tubulovesicular endosomes (Figs. 6A–C, 7A,B, small ar-
rows). Although a slight preference for retrograde movement was
observed (67.7 6 4%; n 5 26 organelles from three separate
axons), the tubular endosomes clearly moved bidirectionally (Fig.
7B; the two organelles first moved apart in opposite directions
and then reversed their movement for few seconds before chang-
ing direction again). In most cases the tubular organelles seemed

Figure 3. Syntaxin 13 is not enriched at mature synapses. Embryonic hippocampal neurons 11 DIV were fixed and stained for syntaxin 13 (A, D, G)
and SV2a (B, E, H ); the respective merged images are shown in C, F, and I, with areas of overlap in yellow. A–C, Portion of an axon running along a
dendrite. Note that mature synapses, marked by the SV2a staining, do not show enrichment of syntaxin 13. D–F, Isolated immature axon that does not
contact any dendrites. The SV2a staining likely represents mobile clusters of synaptic vesicles. G–I, Giant axon. J–L, Giant axon of embryonic
hippocampal neuron 11 DIV that was loaded first with 10 mg/ml HRP–biotin for 30 min and then was fixed and stained for syntaxin 13 ( J). HRP–biotin
was detected by using streptavidin–TxR ( K); L shows the merged image, with areas of overlap in yellow. Scale bars: A–C, 1 mm; D–I, 2 mm; J–L, 10 mm.
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to pass by stationary endosomes, approaching them on one side of
the axonal process and reappearing on the other side in consec-
utive frames (Fig. 6A,B, small arrows). As in dendrites, although
acknowledging the possibility that the organelles might simply be
aggregating and separating, we observed putative fusion and
budding events. We detected tubular endosomes moving toward
stationary endosomes, coalescing with them, and not reappearing
in consecutive frames (Fig. 6C). In other cases we observed
mobile organelles that appeared to be budding from and fusing
with stationary endosomes (Fig. 7A, asterisk). When followed over
the length of the recording, the tubular endosomes exhibited a
saltatory behavior, with periods of movement interrupted by
stationary phases. The resulting apparent speed of the organelles
(the total distance traveled divided by time) varied greatly from
0.2 to 0.53 mm/sec (Fig. 8A, Table 1). This difference in speed
was, however, mostly attributable to the different amount of time
that the organelles spent in the stationary periods, because the
actual speed (calculated after subtracting the stationary phases)
for all of the examined organelles was not significantly different
(Table 1). These rates are comparable with those reported for the
fast axonal transport (Allen et al., 1982; Parton et al., 1992).

Effect of microtubule stability on axonal and dendritic
endosomal trafficking
It is widely accepted that microtubule-dependent movement is a
predominant means of axonal and dendritic transport. Depoly-
merization of microtubules (MT) results in the inhibition of

protein as well as phospholipid transport from the cell soma to the
axonal and dendritic processes (Zakharenko and Popov, 1998).
To determine whether an intact MT network is also necessary for
endosomal trafficking in differentiated neurons, we used nocoda-
zole to depolymerize MT in living hippocampal neurons. Treat-
ment of hippocampal cultures for 30 min with 5 mg/ml nocoda-
zole resulted in the depolymerization of MT, as clearly shown in
the giant axons of neurons stained with antibodies against
b-tubulin (Fig. 9A,B). The effect of nocodazole was reversible,
because 2 hr after the drug was removed the MT network had
fully re-formed (Fig. 9C). To analyze the effect of MT depoly-
merization on axonal endosomal trafficking in living cells, we
again used syntaxin 13–GFP-transfected hippocampal neurons.
Because a substantial number of axonal endosomes are stationary
even in untreated cells, we analyzed the effect of MT depolymer-
ization on the mobile tubular endosomes. Cultures on the micro-
scope stage were perfused with nocodazole, and the recordings
were started immediately, allowing us to follow the full course of
the drug effects. The presence of nocodazole resulted in almost
complete cessation of endosomal movement (see Fig. 8B). As
expected, nocodazole decreased the apparent speed of the endo-
somes in axons, an effect that was attributable mainly to an
increase in the stationary periods rather than to a decrease in the
actual speed (see Fig. 8B, Table 1). Indeed, whereas in the first
phase after the addition of the drug the organelles traveled with
an actual speed similar to that observed in untreated cells, with

Figure 4. Syntaxin 13–GFP displays a
subcellular localization equivalent to
that of the endogenous protein. A–C,
Embryonic hippocampal neurons 11
DIV transfected with syntaxin 13–GFP
were fixed and stained with antibodies
against TfR (A) and were imaged to
detect syntaxin 13–GFP (B); C shows
the merge of the two images, with areas
of overlap in yellow. D–I, Hippocampal
neurons expressing syntaxin 13–GFP
were loaded with 80 mg/ml TxR–Tf for
30 min and either fixed immediately
(D–F) or chased for 45 min in medium
without labeled Tf before fixation ( G–
I). Then the cultures were imaged to
detect syntaxin 13–GFP (E, H ) and
TxR–Tf (D, G); F and I show the respec-
tive merged images. Scale bars, 5 mm.
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increasing depolymerization of MT their stationary periods in-
creased up to a full stop (see Fig. 8, Table 1). A similar effect of
MT depolymerization was observed on the endosomes in den-
drites, where nocodazole treatment resulted in the inhibition of
endosomal movement (Fig. 9G). The most striking and reversible

morphological effect of the drug was the formation of large
accumulations of syntaxin 13 staining toward the distal end of the
dendrites (Fig. 9D–F, arrow in G, I). These structures, which also
costained for TfR (Fig. 9D–F), seemed to be generated by a
partial retraction of the dendritic tip and left behind an area

Figure 5. Time-lapse microscopy analysis of syntaxin 13–
GFP-labeled endosomes in dendrites. Embryonic hip-
pocampal neurons 11 DIV were transfected with syntaxin
13–GFP and imaged by time-lapse microscopy (eight se-
quential frames from a 5 min recording are shown). Large
arrowheads point to stationary endosomes. Small arrows
point to highly mobile tubular endosomes. The asterisk
marks putative fusion and budding events. Scale bar, 2 mm.
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largely devoid of staining (Fig. 9I) in contrast to untreated neu-
rons, in which syntaxin 13-labeled endosomes were present all the
way to the tip of the dendrite (Fig. 9H). At the light microscopy
level we could not determine whether these accumulations were
endosomal aggregates or whether they actually represented en-
larged organelles resulting from the fusion between multiple
endosomes. These data suggest that the efficiency of endosomal

trafficking depends on the stability of the MT network. The local
depolymerization of MT would result in the dissociation of or-
ganelles from tracks, increasing the duration and frequency of the
stationary periods. To look further into this possibility, we ana-
lyzed the movement of syntaxin 13-containing endosomes in
hippocampal neurons treated with 10 nM taxol. Taxol, a drug
isolated from the bark of the yew tree, binds tubulin and sup-

Figure 6. Time-lapse microscopy analy-
sis of syntaxin 13–GFP-labeled endo-
somes in axons. Embryonic hippocampal
neurons 11 DIV were transfected with
syntaxin 13–GFP and imaged by time-
lapse microscopy (selected sequential
frames from 4 min recordings are shown).
Large arrowheads point to stationary en-
dosomes; small arrows point to highly mo-
bile tubular endosomes. Scale bar, 2 mm.
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presses the dynamic instability of MT. Thus, taxol treatment
should stabilize the MT network and influence the role of local
MT depolymerization on endosomal trafficking. Indeed, taxol
treatment resulted in a dramatic increase in the apparent speed of
the endosomes as a consequence of a decrease in the duration and
frequency of the stationary periods (see Fig. 8C, Table 1). The
actual speed was not affected significantly by taxol (Table 1).

The time-lapse microscopy data suggest the presence, both in
dendrites and axons, of two classes of syntaxin 13-labeled endo-
somes: round–oval stationary and mobile tubulovesicular or-
ganelles. However, we cannot discount completely the possibility
that the stationary organelles are simply “stalled” mobile or-
ganelles. The apparent difference in the shape of mobile and
stationary organelles could be caused by the movement itself.

Figure 7. Time-lapse microscopy analy-
sis of syntaxin 1–GFP-labeled endosomes
in axons. Embryonic hippocampal neu-
rons 11 DIV were transfected with syn-
taxin 13–GFP and imaged by time-lapse
microscopy (selected sequential frames
from 4 min recordings are shown). Large
arrowheads point to stationary endo-
somes; small arrows point to highly mobile
tubular endosomes that appear to be bud-
ding from the stationary endosomes (A)
or that appear to move bidirectionally in
the same axon ( B). The asterisk in A
marks putative fusion and budding
events. Scale bar, 2 mm.
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Indeed, changes in shape in relation to the movement have been
observed in several other GFP-labeled organelles (Hirschberg et
al., 1998). It is possible that the round–oval organelles stretch into
tubules when they begin to move and that the tubular organelles
collapse into a round–oval shape when they stop moving. To
address this issue, we determined the relative number of station-
ary organelles in untreated as well as nocodazole- and taxol-
treated axons. Although nocodazole substantially increased the
relative number of stationary organelles (as the mobile structures
were coming to a stop because of MT depolymerization), taxol
did not have any effect on the ratio between mobile and stationary

organelles (Table 1). Thus, these data are consistent with the
existence of two distinct classes of syntaxin 13–GFP-positive
organelles.

To characterize further their dynamics and relationship to each
other, we used FRAP to bleach a selected area in the axonal tree
of syntaxin 13–GFP-transfected hippocampal neurons. After
bleaching, we quantitated the recovery of the GFP signal in the
bleached area. As shown in Figure 5 for dendrites and in Figures
6 and 7 for axons, the greatest portion of the fluorescent signal in
any given field is contributed by the large stationary endosomes.
In untreated cells the signal recovered to 60 6 4% of its original
intensity (before bleaching) after 5 min (Fig. 10). This time
course and the lack of mobility of the stationary endosomes argue
against a simple “moving in” of this class of endosomes in the
bleached field. The data are more consistent with the movement
of unbleached tubulovesicular endosomes into the bleached area
and their fusion with the stationary endosomes. After several
such fusion events unbleached syntaxin 13–GFP would have
exchanged for the bleached fusion protein in the stationary en-
dosomes, leading to the recovery of their fluorescent signal.
Indeed, we observed recovery of the fluorescent signal in station-
ary endosomes that seemed to be at the same position before
bleaching and at the end of the recovery time (data not shown).
As expected, the treatment of cultures with 5 mg/ml nocodazole
for 30 min almost completely abolished the extent of the recovery
(Fig. 10). Interestingly, hippocampal neurons treated with 10 nM

taxol for 30 min also were unable to recover the fluorescent signal
(Fig. 10). As we showed in Figure 8 and Table 1, taxol does not
inhibit the movement of the tubulovesicular endosomes. Rather it
decreases the frequency and length of the stationary periods.
Although the mechanism of taxol inhibition on fluorescence
recovery remains unclear, one possibility is that in the presence of
the drug the mobile tubulovesicular organelles could not disen-
gage from the MT and therefore were unable to fuse with other
compartments in the axons, impairing the efficient delivery of
unbleached syntaxin 13–GFP.

To analyze further the syntaxin 13–GFP fluorescence recovery
and to address the question of possible preferential movement of
organelles from the proximal or distal end into the bleached
segment, we performed a LineScan analysis on axons before and
after photobleaching as well as during fluorescence recovery. The
fluorescence was measured along the selected fragment of the
axon, starting at the distal end of the axon, and was plotted as a
function of the distance (data not shown). The fluorescence
recovery appeared to progress from both the proximal (somato-
dendritic) and distal ends of the bleached area in agreement with
the bidirectional movement of the syntaxin 13-labeled organelles.
Interestingly, small fluorescence peaks appeared in the bleached
area within the first minute of the recovery, whereas large peaks
started to appear only after 5 min and did not reach their original
intensity until after 10 min of the recovery. We interpret these
results as an indication that, after photobleaching, small mobile
organelles rapidly moved in the bleached area and started ex-
changing unbleached syntaxin 13–GFP with the large stationary
organelles that contained bleached protein, gradually restoring
their fluorescence signal.

DISCUSSION
Although in recent years much has been learned about the mech-
anisms underlying the exocytosis and recycling of synaptic vesi-
cles (Cameron et al., 1993; Kraszewski et al., 1995), less is known
about the dynamics and function of the general endosomal/

Figure 8. Kinetic analysis of syntaxin 13–GFP-labeled endosomes in
axons. Embryonic hippocampal neurons 11 DIV were transfected with
syntaxin 13–GFP and imaged by time-lapse microscopy. The movement
of single organelles was traced and plotted versus time. A, Traces of five
randomly selected organelles from three untreated neurons. B, Traces of
three randomly selected organelles from three different neurons treated
with 5 mg/ml nocodazole; cultures on the microscope stage were perfused
with the drug at time 0. C, Traces of five randomly selected organelles
from three different neurons pretreated with 10 nM taxol for 30 min.
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lysosomal system in neuronal cells. This is partly because the
boundaries between the different endocytic compartments re-
main difficult to define. Indeed, the existence of several distinct
endosomal/ lysosomal compartments still remains controversial,
and the characterization of these compartments very often is
based entirely on their morphological description in fixed cells.
Furthermore, the endocytic organelles are highly dynamic and
their structure is remodeled continuously, making it difficult to
appreciate their three-dimensional organization. Finally, the
asynchronous internalization of typical endocytic markers does
not allow discrimination of the multiple endocytic compartments.
The spatial separation of subcellular domains within the den-
drites and axons of neurons makes embryonic hippocampal neu-
rons in culture an excellent system to investigate the pathways of
endosomal recycling. In this study we used syntaxin 13–GFP as a
fluorescent marker for tubulovesicular recycling endosomes
(Prekeris et al., 1998; Chao et al., 1999), in combination with
time-lapse microscopy, to analyze the dynamics of endosomal
trafficking in living neurons.

In dendrites, the syntaxin 13-positive endosomes could be
clearly divided in two morphologically different types of or-
ganelles. We observed round–oval organelles with an apparent
size of ;1 by 0.5 mm and tubulovesicular organelles with a
variable length of ;1–2 mm. The round–oval endosomes were
mostly stationary, whereas the tubular endosomes exhibited a
high degree of mobility. We observed membrane dynamics sug-
gestive of putative fusion and budding events between the two
types of organelles consistent with the hypothesis that the mobile
tubulovesicular endosomes might shuttle cargo from and to the
stationary endosomes. The stationary endosomes may be analogs
of the vacuolar-sorting endosomes that have been described in
several nonpolarized cell lines (Helenius et al., 1983; Mayor et al.,
1993). Our data are in agreement with earlier studies that sug-
gested the presence of an extensive tubulovesicular endosomal
network in dendrites (Parton et al., 1992; Mundigl et al., 1993).
The high degree of subcellular colocalization of syntaxin 13 and
TfR-positive organelles suggests that endocytosed Tf and syn-
taxin 13 are present in the same tubulovesicular recycling endo-
somes. Indeed, our laboratory (data not shown) and other groups
(Cameron et al., 1993) have shown the existence of mobile
tubulovesicular endosomes that can be labeled efficiently with
exogenously applied Tf–TxR or Tf–HRP. Thus, we suggest that
syntaxin 13-positive tubular endosomes are involved in the traf-
ficking of endocytosed membrane proteins throughout the den-
drites. It remains to be determined whether syntaxin 13 mediates
the endosomal trafficking in dendrites or whether it is merely a
cargo protein. Nevertheless, in the light of recent studies of
syntaxin 13 role in Tf recycling (Prekeris et al., 1998), it is
tempting to speculate that syntaxin 13 might be the SNARE

involved in endosome–endosome fusion within the tubulovesicu-
lar endosomal network.

Our studies additionally revealed the presence of an extensive
endosomal network in axons that also consists of stationary en-
dosomes and mobile tubulovesicular endosomes. After photo-
bleaching the syntaxin 13–GFP-positive endosomes in segments
of axons, we observed a rapid microtubule-dependent recovery of
the fluorescent signal in the stationary endosomes, perhaps as a
result of the transport of unbleached syntaxin 13–GFP from both
the proximal (somatodendritic) and distal ends of the bleached
area. The existence of a continuous tubulovesicular compartment
has been described in other polarized cells, including Madin-
Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells (Gibson et al., 1998). Differ-
ent exogenous tracers, including Tf, EGF, and Ig, appeared to
accumulate in endosomal tubules from which they later were
sorted and delivered to the different subcellular domains (Gibson
et al., 1998). Thus, it is tempting to speculate that neurons also
might possess a similar continuous tubulovesicular network that is
responsible for the sorting and polarized delivery of endocytosed
plasma membrane proteins.

Most of the protein synthesis and degradation compartments
are centrally located in the cell body. Thus, to maintain the
ongoing protein and lipid turnover in the cell periphery, neurons
must have an efficient long-range organelle transport system. Our
observations suggest that syntaxin 13-positive tubular endosomes
move predominantly along microtubules. These results are con-
sistent with earlier studies in nonpolarized cells, in which recy-
cling has been shown to be dependent on an intact microtubule
network and the exit of recycling proteins from the early endo-
somes is blocked by nocodazole, a MT-depolymerizing agent
(Yamashiro et al., 1984). MT-dependent transport is achieved via
molecular motors belonging to the kinesin or dynein family of
proteins (Hirokawa et al., 1998). Kinesins are plus end-directed
motor proteins (Vale et al., 1985; Vale and Fletterick, 1997),
whereas dyneins move cargo toward the MT minus end (Hiro-
kawa et al., 1990). It remains to be established which of the
molecular motors are involved in transport of tubular endosomes.
Nevertheless, because endosomal movement is bidirectional,
members from both protein families are expected to mediate the
trafficking of tubular endosomes. This bidirectional movement is
likely to be especially important for endosomal trafficking in
axons because, unlike dendrites, axons have a uniform MT po-
larity. Interestingly, in axons we rarely observed single organelles
reversing their movement. Thus, we speculate that the association
of tubular endosomes with specific motor proteins might deter-
mine the type and direction of their movement. However, the
mechanisms that determine the specificity of the interactions
between motor proteins and different endosomes remain to be
determined.

Table 1. Effect of microtubule stability on endosomal dynamics in hippocampal neurons

Treatment organelles
Apparent speed
(mm/sec)

Actual speed
(mm/sec) On/off ratio

Stationary
(% total)

Untreated 0.34 6 0.11 0.85 6 0.1 0.42 6 0.06 60.6 6 6.1
Nocodazole (5 mg/ml) 0.22 6 0.05 1.09 6 0.02 0.2 6 0.05 91.8 6 1.2
Taxol (10 nM) 0.72 6 0.03 0.91 6 0.1 0.81 6 0.06 53.3 6 2.3

The data shown are the means of five traces 6 SEM for untreated and taxol-treated axons and means of three traces 6 SEM for nocodazole-treated axons. In all cases data
were collected from three different neurons. The apparent speed represents the total distance traveled by the organelles divided by time. The actual speed represents the speed
of the organelles after subtracting the stationary periods. The On/off ratio is the ratio between the mobile time and total measured time. The fraction of stationary organelles
was determined from either four (untreated and taxol-treated) or three (nocodazole-treated) axons.
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Figure 9. Nocodazole effect on localization and dynamics of syntaxin 13-containing endosomes in dendrites. A–C, Embryonic hippocampal neurons 11
DIV were fixed and stained with antibodies against b-tubulin before (A) and after treatment with 5 mg/ml nocodazole for 30 min (B); the MT network
clearly visible in the growth cones was disrupted completely by the drug. Then 2 hr after the drug was removed, the MT had re-formed (C). D–F,
Hippocampal neurons were treated with 5 mg/ml nocodazole for 30 min and then were fixed and stained for syntaxin 13 (D) and TfR (E). F, Shown
is a merged image of D and E, with areas of overlap in yellow. G, Hippocampal neurons 11 DIV were transfected with syntaxin 13–GFP and imaged
by video microscopy. Cultures on the microscope stage were perfused with 5 mg/ml nocodazole at time 0. H, I, Higher magnification of the distal portion
of a dendrite in an untreated cell (H ) or after nocodazole treatment ( I ). Scale bars: A–C, 5 mm; D–F, 10 mm.
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Kinesins remain bound to MT while undergoing multiple
rounds of activity (Vale and Fletterick, 1997). The average dis-
tance traveled by one kinesin molecule after binding to a MT is
;600 nm, as determined by in vitro motility studies (Vale et al.,
1996). In living cells, single organelles likely are associated with
multiple kinesin molecules, so that the traveled distance is much
longer than 600 nm. The length of a single MT, however, is much
shorter than the length of a dendrite or axon. Thus, the “traffick-
ing endosome” would be expected to “fall off” its track and stop
moving once it reaches the end of the microtubule. To resume
movement, the “trafficking endosome” then would need to reat-
tach to another MT. Indeed, our data clearly show that endo-
somes move along microtubules in a staggered way, with periods
of steady movement interrupted by stationary phases of various
lengths. The stationary periods presumably represent times when
the endosomes are dissociated from the MT. Supporting this
model, depolymerization of the MT network with nocodazole
resulted in the inhibition of the endosomal movement, mainly by
increasing the length and frequency of the stationary periods.
Moreover, taxol, a drug that inhibits the dynamic instability of
microtubules, significantly increased the apparent speed of the
tubular endosomes by decreasing the length and frequency of the
stationary periods. Interestingly, the inhibition of the dynamic
microtubule instability prevented recovery of the syntaxin 13–
GFP fluorescence in the FRAP assay. A similar effect of taxol has
been described for the delivery of cell body-derived vesicles to the
growth cone region. Although the movement of the vesicles was

not affected, their fusion with the plasma membrane was inhib-
ited dramatically (Zakharenko and Popov, 1998). Thus, we pro-
pose that the association of the tubular endosomes with the
microtubules inhibits their ability to fuse with stationary endo-
somes. Although the mechanism of such inhibition remains un-
clear, one possible explanation is that the tethering of organelles
to MT imposes physical constraints on their ability to interact
with other endosomes. Alternatively, the molecular motor pro-
teins could inhibit the fusion directly by binding to proteins that
are necessary for the endosome–endosome fusion event.

Our work suggests the existence of a dynamic tubulovesicular
recycling endosomal network in axons and dendrites, the function
of which is regulated via the microtubule network. After dissoci-
ating from the MT tracks, the endosomes can fuse with other
compartments or associate with another MT. The probability of
an organelle associating with a MT will depend on the availability
of MT tracks. The intrinsic instability of the MT network is
regulated in the cell extensively. In vivo, the turnover of micro-
tubules is much more rapid as compared with that of MT formed
from purified tubulin (Belmont et al., 1990; Verde et al., 1992).
This is attributable in large part to the increase in the frequency
of the transitions from the polymerization phase to the depoly-
merization phase, known as the frequency of catastrophe (Bel-
mont et al., 1990; Verde et al., 1992). This high frequency of
catastrophe in vivo is believed to result from the action of numer-
ous cellular proteins that disassemble the stabilizing caps at the
ends of the MT strands. Several microtubule-associated proteins
(MAPs) such as MAP2, tau, and MAP4 have been identified
(Hirokawa, 1994; Mandelkow and Mandelkow, 1995). It will be
interesting to see whether these proteins affect the efficiency of
endosomal trafficking. Moreover, the differential localization of
MAPs within mature neurons (Binder et al., 1985) raises the
intriguing possibility that neurons might have different mecha-
nisms of regulating endosomal trafficking in dendrites and axons.
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